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sessed under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act for

the period January 1, 1943 to December 31, 1943, and

for the period January 1, 1944, to December 31, 1944,

in the sums of $1,042 and $1,380.05, respectively. All

of the taxes were paid on August 4, 1945. (R. 29-30.)

Claims for refund were filed on August 11, 1945, and

were rejected by notice dated January 2, 1946. (R.

30.) Within the time provided in Section 3772 of the

Internal Revenue Code and on February 13, 1946,

the taxpayer brought an action in the District Court

for the recovery of the taxes paid. (R. 30.) Juris-

diction was conferred on the District Court by Section

24, Fifth, of the Judicial Code. The judgment was

entered on January 27, 1947 (R. 32-33.) Within

three months and on March 17, 1947, a notice of ap-

peal was filed (R. 33-34), pursuant to the provisions

of Section 128(a) of the Judicial Code, as amended.

QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether real estate brokers who sold real es-

tate for and on behalf of taxpayer were performing

services as its employees within the meaning of Sec-

tion 1426(a) and (b) and Section 1607(b) and (c),

Internal Revenue Code.
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STATUTES AND OTHER
AUTHORITIES INVOLVED

The statute and other authorities are set out in

the Appendix, infra,

STATEMENT
The facts as found by the District Code in its

findings of fact (R. 25-30) may be summarized as

follows

:

Taxpayer now is and at all times material here-

in was a corporation duly organized and existing

under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Wash-

ington. (R. 25.) It was and is one of the leading and

well known real estate brokerage firms in the City

of Seattle, enjoying the good will of and a reputation

for fair dealing with the public. (R. 27.)

During the periods involved each of the brokers

whose remuneration became the subject of the tax

herein entered into a written agreement with tax-

payer. (R. 26, 43-47.)

The brokers agreed to sell real estate for clients

of taxpayer on a commission basis. Such sales were

made of properties listed with taxpayer and all con-

tractual relationships between the owner of the prop-

erty and the seller of the property were with the tax-



payer. The commission received from such activity

became the property of taxpayer. When a transac-

tion was finally consummated and commissions were

paid, taxpayer divided the proceeds of such commis-

sion equally between itself and the individual broker

who made the sale. (R 26-27.)

Taxpayer maintained an office properly equipped

with furnishings and staff suitable to serving the

public as a real estate broker. (R. 27.)

Each of the brokers involved was supplied with

desk room in taxpayer's office, as well as a telephone,

switchboard service and reasonable and necessary

stenographic services, and taxpayer in its sole dis-

cretion might mention in its advertising the name of

the broker engaged in selling. (R. 27.)

All current listings were available to the brokers.

However, taxpayer reserved the right to place in the

temporary possession of any one of them exclusive

privileges of sale. (R. 27.)

Regular sales meetings were attended by both

taxpayer's salaried real estate salesmen and the brok-

ers herein involved, though there was no compulsory

requirement that the brokers be in attendance. At

these meetings discussions were had regarding mat-

ters of the business of selling, and assignments of



listed property were made by taxpayer. Any broker

could make a choice of listings but this was subject

to such limitations as taxpayer might impose.

(R. 27-28.)

Either taxpayer or its brokers might terminate

the relationship existing between them at will, and

generally the brokers were given a free hand as to

whether they would devote all or part of their time

to the services of selling listed real estate for tax-

payer, although, on the other hand, if they should

undertake to sell real estate for other brokers or

make sales in their own name and on their own be-

half they would be considered as violating the obli-

gations they had assumed, and be discharged. (R. 28.)

Each broker paid his own bond premium for

broker's license, license fee, business and occupation

taxes, car expenses, insurance, and other expenses

incident to the conduct of his services as a real es-

tate broker. (R. 28.)

The brokers did not have any regular time or

hours, and worked on deals whenever it was con-

venient for them to do so. They were not required

by taxpayer to make any specific calls during the

day, and they were not compelled to give their en-

tire time to the business of selling real estate.

(iR. 28.)
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The trial court found as ultimate facts that

wages for remuneration for employment were paid

by taxpayer to the broker salesmen (R. 28) ; that

these wages were paid by and from funds belonging

to taxpayer (R. 29), and that the services were per-

formed by the broker salesmen for taxpayer as its

employees (R. 29).

Deficiency tax in the sum of $1,938.63 was as-

sessed for the period April 1, 1943, to March 31, 1945,

on the ground that the broker salesmen were tax-

able employees of taxpayer under the Federal Insur-

ance Contributions Act. Taxpayer paid the deficiency

on August 4, 1945. (R. 29.)

Deficiency taxes in the sum of $1,042.00 and

$1,380.05 were assessed for the periods January 1,

1943, to December 31, 1943, and January 1, 1944, to

December 31, 1944, respectively, on the ground that

the broker salesmen were taxable employees of tax-

payer under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act. The

deficiencies were paid on August 4, 1945. (R. 29-30.)

Taxpayer filed claims for refund of the defi-

ciency payments on August 11, 1945. (R. 30.)

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, on Jan-

uary 2, 1946, notified taxpayer the claims for refund

were disallowed. (R. 30.)



This action was timely brought on or about Feb-

ruary 13, 1946 (R. 30.)

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Construing coverage under the Social Security

Act in the broad and liberal manner intended by Con-

gress and testing the relationship of taxpayer and its

brokers in the light of the various factors which the

Supreme Court said should be considered, compels the

conclusion that the brokers were employees and not

independent contractors.

Decisions of state courts denying coverage to real

estate salesmen or brokers under state unemployment

statutes are not binding on this Court.

ARGUMENT
I

THE BROKERS WERE EMPLOYEES OF THE
TAXPAYER FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE
FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS
ACT AND THE FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT
TAX ACT

Cases involving the question of coverage under

the social security laws have been before this Court

on other occasions. United States v. LaLone, 152 F.

(2d) 43; United States v. Aberdeen Aerie No. 2U, 148

F. (2d) 655; Matcovich v. Anglim, 134 F. (2d) 834,
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certiorari denied, 320 U. S. 744; Anglim v. Empire

Star Mines Co., 129 F. (2d) 914.

In the Aberdeen Aerie case this Court, on the

basis of the pronouncement by the Supreme Court in

Labor Board v. Hearst Publications, 322 U.S. Ill,

recognized that the old familiar common law prin-

ciples no longer applied in determining coverage

under the Social Security Act and that the applica-

bility of the statute was to be judged instead on the

basis of the purposes that Congress had in mind when

the statute was enacted. In the case at bar the trial

court, following the principle and reasoning of this

Court in the Aberdeen Aerie case, held that the brok-

ers were taxpayer's employees.

The principle announced in the Aberdeen Aerie

case, that a liberal interpretation of the employment

relationship must be applied in determining coverage

under the Social Security Act, was recently fully ap-

proved by the Supreme Court in three cases. United

States V. Silk; Harrison v. Greyvan Lines, Inc., joint-

ly decided on June 16, 1947 (ICC. H. Unemploy-

ment Insurance Service, par. 9304) ; Bartels v. Bir-

mingham, and Geer v. Birmingham, decided in a sin-

gle opinion on June 23, 1947 (1 C. C. H. Unemploy-

ment Insurance Service, par. 9306). Another case,

Rutherford Food Corp. v. McComb, decided by the



Supreme Court on June 16, 1947 (15 L. W. 4652),

involved the same question of the employment rela-

tionship in the application of the Fair Labor Stand-

ards Act.

We submit that the principles announced in those

cases required an affirmance of the lower court's de-

cision. A detailed statement of those cases in the

order in which they were decided is warranted.

THE SILK AND GREYVAN CASES

In the Silk case, supra, the taxpayer was engaged

in the retail sale of coal. The Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue determined that the taxpayer was the

employer of the persons he engaged to unload coal

from the railway cars and those engaged to deliver

the coal to his customers. Accordingly, the Commis-

sioner assessed and collected the social security taxes

incurred. The coal unloaders were paid a specific

price per ton for the coal they unloaded. The un-

loaders came to work for the taxpayer when and as

they pleased and were assigned a car to unload and

a place to put the coal. They furnished their own

tools, worked when they wished and for others at will.

With respect to the truckers, the taxpayer engaged

persons who owned their own trucks to deliver coal

at a specified price per ton to be paid out of the price
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that the trucker received from the customer. The

truckers were not instructed how to deliver the coal

but merely as to where the coal was to be delivered

and whether the charge was to be collected. Any

damage caused by the truckers was paid for by the

taxpayer. The truckers were free to come and go

from the taxpayer's premises, and to refuse to make

a delivery. They hauled for persons other than the

taxpayer when they pleased, paid all the expense of

operating their trucks, and furnished extra help and

all equipment necessary. Both the District Court

and the Circuit Court of Appeals held that the un-

loaders and the truckers were independent con-

tractors.

In the Greyvan case, supra, the Commissioner de-

termined that the truckers engaged by the taxpayer,

a common carrier, to perform the actual service of

carrying goods shipped by the public, were the tax-

payer's employees. Accordingly, the Commissioner

assessed and collected the social security taxes with

respect to those truckers. The taxpayer there in-

volved operated a trucking business under a permit

issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission

throughout a large part of the United States and

parts of Canada carrying largely household furniture.

The truckers undertook to haul exclusively for the
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taxpayer, to furnish their own trucks and their own

equipment and labor necessary to pick up, handle and

deliver shipments, to pay all expenses of operation,

to furnish fire, theft and collision insurance specified

by the taxpayer, to pay for all loss or damage to ship-

ments, to indemnify the taxpayer against all loss

caused by the truckers or their helpers, to paint the

designation '^Greyvan Lines" on their trucks, to make

collections for the taxpayer, to post a $1,000 bond

and a $250 cash deposit pending final settlement of

accounts, to personally drive or be present on the

truck when the helper was driving and to follow all

the rules and regulations prescribed by the taxpayer.

All trucking contracts were between the taxpayer and

the shipper. Under the contract, which was termin-

able at the will of either party, the trucker received

a specified percentage of the price charged to the

shipper. All permits and franchises necessary to the

operation of the trucks were obtained at the com-

pany's expense. The District Court and Circuit

Court of Appeals held the truckmen to be independ-

ent contractors.

In the single opinion written for both the Silk

and Greyvan cases, the Supreme Court first reviewed

the legislative history and the purposes underlying

the enactment of the Social Security Act. It was
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explicitly held, as the District Court in this case held,

that the terms ''employment" and ''employee" as used

in the Act were "to be construed to accomplish the

purposes of the legislation" ; to alleviate the hardships

of unemployment and old age. It was stated that:

As the federal social security legislation is an
attack on recognized evils in our national econo-

my, a constricted interpretation of the phrasing
by the courts would not comport with its pur-

" pose. Such an interpretation would only make
for a continuance, to a considerable degree, of

the difficulties for which the remedy was de-

vised and would invite adroit schemes by some
employers and employees to avoid the immediate
burdens at the expense of the benefits sought by
the legislation.

Justice Rutledge in expressing his agreement

with the Court's statement of the law paraphrased it

in this manner:

I agree with the Court's views in adopting this

[the broader and more factual] approach and
that the balance in close cases should be cast in

favor of rather than against coverage, in order
to fulfill the statute's broad and beneficent ob-

jects. A narrow, constricted construction in

doubtful cases only goes, as indeed the opinion
recognizes, to defeat the Act's policy and pur-
poses pro tanto.

In determining the law to be applied and the in-

terpretation to be given to the term "employee", the

Court recognized that not all persons who rendered
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services were "employees", that the ''problem of dif-

ferentiating between employee and an independent

contractor" had been difficult even "before social leg-

islation multiplied its importance", and that there was

no " 'simple, uniform and easily applicable test'." The

Court rejected the test of tort liability, the "power of

control, whether exercised or not, over the manner

of performing service" as it was rejected in Board

V. Hearst Publications, supra. It was stated that

there were a number of factors to be considered in

determining whether a person was an employee or in-

dependent contractor, but that "no one is controlling",

and that " 'the primary consideration in the determi-

nation of the applicability of the statutory definition

is whether effectuation of the declared policy and

purposes of the Act comprehend securing to the indi-

vidual the rights guaranteed and protection afforded

by the Act'."

While the members of the Court unanimously

agreed upon the law to be applied, as summarized

above, the application of the law to the particular

facts involved in those cases proved difficult and

brought forth disagreement. The Court unanimously

agreed that applying the law to the question of the

status of the unloaders involved in the Silk case, those

unloaders were employees despite the conclusion of

both the District Court and Circuit Court of Appeals
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that they were independent contractors. However,

in determining the status of the truckers involved

in both Silk and Greyvan^ the majority of the Court

reached the conclusion that they were not employees,

although Justices Murphy, Black and Douglas, dis-

senting, were "of the view that the applicable prin-

ciples of law, stated by the Court and with which

they agree" would require the conclusion that the

truckers also were employees rather than independ-

ent contractors. Justice Rutledge, also dissenting,

while in agreement as to the law to be applied, would

have remanded the case to the District Court for its

conclusions based upon correct principles of law stat-

ed by the Court, rather than the law erroneously

applied by the District Court.

In stating the reasons for the result reached

by the majority, it is apparent that there were fac-

tors present which indicated even some doubt on the

part of the majority for the result reached with re-

spect to the truckers, factors which impelled three

dissenting Justices to reach just the opposite con-

clusion on the same principles of law. The majority

of the Court concluded:

These unloaders and truckers and their assist-

ants are from one standpoint an integral part of

the businesses of retailing coal or transporting

freight. Their energy, care and judgment may
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conserve their equipment or increase their earn-
ings but Greyvan and Silk are the directors of
their businesses. On the other hand, the truck-
men hire their own assistants, own their trucks,

pay their own expenses, with minor exceptions,

and depend upon their own initiative, judgment
and energy for a large part of their success.

Both lower courts in both cases have determined
that these workers are independent contractors.

These inferences were drawn by the courts from
facts concerning which there is no real dispute.

The excerpts from the opinions below show the
reasons for their conclusions.

Giving full consideration to the concurrence of

the two lower courts in a contrary result, we
cannot agree that the unloaders in the Silk case
were independent contractors. They provided
only picks and shovels. They had no opportunity
to gain or lose except from the work of their

hands and these simple tools. That the unload-
ers did not work regularly is not significant.

They did work in the course of the employer's
trade or business. This brings them under the

coverage of the Act. They are of the group that

the Social Security Act was intended to aid. Silk

was in a position to exercise all necessary super-

vision over their simple tasks. Unloaders have
often been held to be employees in tort cases.

There are cases, too, where driver-owners of

trucks or wagons have been held employees in

accident suits at tort or under workmen's com-
pensation laws. But we agree with the decisions

below in Silk and Greyvan that where the ar-

rangements leave the driver-owners so much re-

sponsibility for investment and management as

here, they must be held to be independent con-

tractors. These driver-owners are small busi-
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nessmen. They own their own trucks. They
hire their own helpers. In one instance they haul

for a single business, in the other for any cus-

tomer. The distinction, though important, is not

controlling. It is the total situation, including

the risk undertaken, the control exercised, the

opportunity for profit from sound management,
that marks these driver-owners as independent

contractors.

Considering the result reached by the Court with

respect to the truckers involved in the Silk and Grey-

van cases and comparing them with the brokers in the

case at bar, it is obvious that there is an important

factual dissimilarity. In nearly every vital fact the

brokers operated in a manner which was not only fun-

damentally different from the function of the truck-

ers but in most significant respects was diametrically

opposed. The most critical of these factors, the one

on which the Supreme Court apparently placed the

most emphasis, was the capital invested and risked

by the truckers in their own trucks and other equip-

ment and the "energy, care and judgment" they used

to consei*ve that equipment. The brokers had no capi-

tal investment and furnished no equipment.

Considering the general nature of the Greyvan

drivers' functions, the Supreme Court stated that

"their energy, care and judgment may conserve their

equipment or increase their earnings" although Grey-

van was the director of their business, that they de-
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pended "upon their own initiative, judgment and

energy for a large part of their success", and that

where their arrangement left them "so much respon-

sibility for investment and management, * * * [in]

the total situation, including the risk undertaken, the

control exercised, the opportunity for profit from

sound management", they were small businessmen

and must be held to be independent contractors.

It is difficult to find any of those attributes

in the brokers. They had no equipment to conserve,

no responsibility for investment or management, and

no control to exercise. The fact that the brokers

enjoyed considerable latitude in determining when

they should work is not important. As the Supreme

Court ruled with respect to the unloaders in the Silk

case, the fact that they "did not work regularly is

not significant."

Whatever ingenuity the brokers might use to sell

real estate listed with taxpayer in order to increase

their earnings did not convert them from employees to

independent contractors. The same ingenuity and

initiative is characteristic of anybody who works by

piece work or on a commission basis. The ingenuity

exercised by a waiter to increase his tips and earn-

ings does not make him a businessman or any the less

an employee of a restaurant. Taxpayer asserts that
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opportunity for profit rested entirely on the brokers'

initiative, judgment and energy. (Br. 25.) While we

will agree that the amount of a broker's commission

increased as his sales increased, we cannot agree that

such an amount represented a "profit". To call the

remuneration which the broker received a "profit"

would be begging the very question here for decision.

If the brokers were employees they could not realize

"profits" from their sales. Only independent busi-

nessmen or corporations realize "profits". The re-

muneration the brokers received was in the form of

commissions and their remuneration increased when

they were successful in consummating a sale.

An individual who engages in an independent

business ordinarily has a capital investment therein

and the risk or opportunity for loss is as great or

greater than the opportunity for profit. Here the

brokers contributed no capital and took no risk. If

they were unsuccessful or if their relationship with

taxpayer was terminated, they lost nothing more than

their jobs. Taxpayer furnished them a place to work,

telephone facilities, stenographic help and all the

forms necessary to transact its business. Taxpayer

even furnished them with advice. (R. 44-45.) True

the brokers furnished their own cars but there was

no evidence of how many had cars or that they were
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required to have cars. The evidence did not reveal

the extent to which the car-owner brokers used their

cars in taxpayer's business as contrasted with per-

sonal use. We believe this fact is significant, es-

pecially when considered in the light of the Greyvan

and Silk cases, because there the truck owners were

required to own and use their trucks in order to stay

in business. Here there was no evidence to estab-

lish that a car was a necessary tool of the real estate

business. On the other hand, the evidence showed

that individual brokers were ordinarily assigned a

special territory in which to work. (R. 105.) It is

not unreasonable to assume that a broker who cus-

tomarily specialized in downtown business property,

for instance, had no need for a car. The fact that

the brokers and the taxpayer paid for their gasoline

and oil as well as their brokers' licenses and bond

premium is unimportant. Taxi drivers who were re-

quired to do likewise have been held to be employees.

Jones V. Goodson, 121 F. (2d) 176 (CCA. 10th).

While a certain amount of skill was required on

the part of the brokers in order to sell real estate,

we do not consider this fact persuasive or important.

It is true the brokers were required by state statute

to possess certain qualifications before they could

obtain licenses but this is true of many individuals.
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including doctors, lawyers, and scientists who enter

the private employment of a firm or corporation.

They must pass rigid state examinations or hold de-

grees from outstanding universities before they are

eligible to be licensed.

It seems obvious that the brokers were not "small

businessmen" as the truckers involved in the Silk and

Greyvan cases here discussed. In the Silk case the

triickers could and did hire out their services and

their trucks to persons other than Silk. In the Grey-

van case the truckers had their trucks and equipment

to continue in the trucking business whenever they

chose to sever their relations with Greyvan. Here,

the brokers could not engage in the real estate busi-

ness in competition with the taxpayer and, upon ter-

mination of their employment, they would have no

capital investment or equipment, such as office fa-

cilities or stenographic help, with which to engage in

business.

THE BARTELS AND GEER CASES

Factually these cases were identical. The tax-

payer, a dancehall operator, contracted with the band-

leaders to play at his establishment for a specific

price, most of the engagements being for one night

only. Under the contract involved the bandleader

fixed the salaries of the musicians, paid them, told
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them what and how to play, provided the sheet music

and arrangements, the public address system, and the

uniforms. The leader engaged and discharged the

musicians, paid agent's commissions, transportation,

and other expenses. The contract involved provided

that the dance-hall operator was the employer of the

musicians and should ''have complete control of the

services which the musicians would render under the

contract". The Supreme Court, reversing the court

below, held that the provisions of the written contract

were not conclusive in determining who was the em-

ployer, and following the Silk case, concluded that the

"elements of employment mark the bandleader as the

employer". The Court pointed to the fact that the

leader organized, trained and selected the band and

that it was his skill and showmanship that deter-

mined the success or failure of the organization; that

the relations between him and the other members

of the band were permanent whereas the relationship

between the operator and the band was transient;

that the leader bore the loss and profit after the pay-

ment of the musicians' wages and expenses.

The decision in these cases is significant because

of the reiteration that the liability for taxes under

the Social Security Act is ''not to be detemiined

solely by the idea of control which an alleged em-
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ployer may or could exercise over the details of the

service rendered to his business." Moreover, it is

significant that here the taxpayer selected and trained

the brokers in much the same manner as the leader

in the Bartels and Geer cases did with respect to his

musicians. Taxpayer required that its brokers be

men "of substance" who would not be a "detriment,"

to taxpayer's business. (R. 101.) Taxpayer retained

experts in various fields pertaining to real estate and

these experts were available to advise the brokers in

connection with details being handled by them (R.

44-45.) The fact that taxpayer was interested in

obtaining personnel of high quality was entirely un-

derstandable since the brokers represented taxpayer

rather than themselves, and taxpayer had a good

reputation to uphold in the community. But this is

not persuasive of an independent contractor rela-

tionship. Any business which depends on the public's

confidence and good will must seek outstanding men

to represent it.

It is further significant that in the Bartels and

Geer cases the relationship between the dance-hall

operator and the band was transient whereas the re-

lations between the leader and the other members of

the band were permanent. Here the relationship be-

tween the brokers and taxpayer was a continuing one.
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For instance, one witness, the only broker who testi-

fied, stated that he had been connected with tax-

payer for eight years. (R. 132.) Ordinarily an in-

dependent contractor is engaged to perform a par-

ticular piece of work, such as in the case of a build-

ing contractor, for instance, to build a building, or in

the case of a doctor, to perform a surgical operation.

After the services are performed the relationship be-

tween the independent contractor and the one for

whom he performed services is terminated.

Perhaps the following words taken from the

Bartels and Geer opinion are the most easily applied

to the question before this Court:

* * * in the application of social legislation em-
ployees are those who as a matter of economic
reality are dependent upon the business to which
they render service. In Silk, we pointed out
that permanency of the relation, the skill re-

quired, the investment in the facilities for work
and opportunities for profit or loss from the ac-

tivities were also factors that should enter into

judicial determination as to the coverage of the
Social Security Act. It is the total situation that
controls.

Applying this language, the Government main-

tains that the brokers were in "economic reality" de-

pendent upon the taxpayer's business and that they

had no economic existence except that which was fur-

nished by the name of taxpayer's business, the tax-
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payer's investment, equipment and facilities. Further,

it is evident that the permanency of the relationship

was virtually the same as that of the musicians v^ith

their leader; that the brokers had no investment what-

soever, that little skill was required, that their op-

portunities for increasing their earnings were lim-

ited by the very nature of their occupation, and that

risk of loss did not exist. If a broker's relationship

with taxpayer was terminated he was, in "economic

reality", a man out of a job.

THE RUTHERFORD FOOD CORP. CASE

The opinion of the Court in the Rutherford Food

Corp. case throws a little more light on the result to

be reached herein. The question involved was wheth-

er certain meat boners were employees of the peti-

tioners within the Fair Labor Standards Act. In con-

sidering that question, the Court recognized that "de-

cisions that define the coverage of the employer-em-

ployee relationship under the Labor and Social Se-

curity Acts are persuasive in the consideration of a

similar coverage under the Fair Labor Standards

Act."

The petitioners involved operated slaughter-

houses and were engaged in the business of process-

ing meat products and the production of boned beef.
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During the period there involved one of the petition-

ers entered into a written contract with one Reed, an

experienced boner, which provided that Reed should

assemble a group of skilled boners to do the boning

at the slaughterhouse; that Reed should be paid for

the work of boning a specified amount per hundred

weight of boned beef; that he would have complete

control over the other boners, who would be his em-

ployees; and that petitioner would furnish a room in

its plant for the work and barrels for the boned meat.

This contract was subsequently modified in only one

substantial respect by providing for the payment of

a certain amount of rent for the use of the boning

room, although no rent was ever paid. The money

paid by the petitioner for the boning was shared

equally among all the boners except for a brief time

when some of the boners were paid by the person

contracting with the petitioner. The boners furnished

their own tools, consisting of a hook, a knife sharp-

ener and a leather apron.

In considering the question of whether those

boners were employees of the petitioner, the Court

noted that boning was one of a series of steps in the

petitioners' operations occurring between the time the

slaughtered cattle were dressed and the time the boned

meat was trimmed for waste by an employee of the
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petitioners. The Court also noted that the petitioners

never attempted to control the hours of the boners

except that they were required to keep the work cur-

rent and the hours they worked depended in large

measure upon the number of cattle slaughtered. The

Court further observed that an employee might be

one who is compensated on a piece rate basis, citing

United States v. Rosenwasser, 323 U.S. 360 ; that rail-

road station ''red caps" were "employees" even though

they received their compensation from persons other

than employers in the form of tips, citing Williams v.

Jackson, 315 U.S. 386, and concluded that the boners

were employees and not independent contractors with-

in the Fair Labor Standards Act. The Court pointed

out that the boners were a part of the integrated unit

producing boned beef. This observation is particu-

larly significant inasmuch as the brokers, in the case

at bar, formed an integral part of taxpayer's busi-

ness. Taxpayer could not have staj^ed in business

without their services. The sales made by the brok-

ers constituted more than 84 per cent of taxpayer's

total volume of real estate sales; the balance being

made by a staff of salesmen who were admittedly tax-

payer's employees. (R. 126-127.) The Court made

this observation which could well be analogized to

the situation here:

The premises and equipment of Kaiser were used
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for the work. The group had no business orga-
nization that could or did shift as a unit from
one slaughterhouse to another. The managing
official of the plant kept close touch on the oper-
ation. While profits to the boners depended upon
the efficiency of their work, it was more like

piece work than an enterprise that actually de-
pended for success upon the initiative, judgment
or foresight of the typical independent contrac-
tor. Upon the whole, we must conclude that these
meat boners were employees of the slaughtering
plant under the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Taxpayer seems to place reliance on the fact that

the agreement entered into by it with each broker

provided the broker would be "free from control" of

taxpayer "as to the manner and method" of perform-

ing his services. (Br. 24.) It is well settled that re-

gardless of the provisions of any contract the courts

will look to the factual situation to determine the re-

lationship between the parties. Bartels v. Birming-

ham, supra; Griffiths v. Commissioner, 308 U.S. 355;

Matcovich v. Anglim, supra.

While the Supreme Court has decided that the

factor of control is no more important than any other

factor, we believe the evidence in this case would

justify, even under the now out-moded "common-law

control test", the conclusion that the brokers were

employees. Significant in this regard are the fol-

lowing facts:
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(1) The relationship between taxpayer and the

brokers was terminable at will.

The agreement specifically provided that the re-

lationship could be terminated at any time by either

party. (R. 47.) The brokers were subject to dis-

charge if they performed services other than to the

best interests of taxpayer, such as selling real estate

to a rival broker. (R. 102.) The existence of the

power to discharge has been held to be one of the most

decisive factors. Williams v. United States^ 126 F.

(2d) 129 (CCA. 7th), certiorari denied, 317 U.S.

655; Gulf Refining Co. v. Brown, 93 F. (2d) 870

(CCA. 4th) ; General Wayne Inn v. Rothensies, 47

F. Supp. 391 (E.D. Pa.); Kentucky Cottage Indus-

tries V, Glenn, 39 F. Supp. 642 (W.D. Ky.).

(2) The brokers were restricted as to territory

and customers.

Listings were given to certain brokers in a given

territory or to certain brokers who specialized in a

particular class of property. (R. 99-100.) Whenever

taxpayer found it "expedient", a listing could be

placed exclusively in a particular broker's hands.

(R. 44.) Prospective customers were assigned to des-

ignated brokers best qualified, in the opinion of tax-

payer's sales manager, to handle the deal. (R. 108.)

Thus, taxpayer controlled the amount of work a
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broker was privileged to undertake and limited him

in the number of customers he could contact.

(3) The brokers had no identiy of their own.

There was nothing a broker could do in the real

estate business independently of taxpayer. All list-

ings of property and customers were required to be in

taxpayer's name. (R. 45.) All negotiations with

clients were had in taxpayer's name and taxpayer

furnished all the necessary forms. (R. 48-58, 99-100.)

The brokers had no privity of contract with the

clients. (R. 109.) Taxpayer furnished business call-

ing cards to the brokers on which were printed tax-

payer's name and address, as well as the broker's

name. (R. 59, 96.) All advertising was done in tax-

payer's name, except that taxpayer, in its sole dis-

cretion, could mention a broker in the advertisement.

(R. 44, 91.)

(4) Taxpayer regulated the quality and quantity

of the brokers' work.

The brokers were required to work diligently and

to exert their best efforts in furtherance of taxpayer's

business. (R. 45.) This requirement was wholly in-

consistent with an entrepreneurial concept of the re-

lationship. Generally, an independent contractor is

free to work whenever and in whatever manner he

pleases. Here the brokers, while not required to
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punch the clock, had to spend a reasonable amount of

time in furtherance of taxpayer's business and, if

they did not do so, or if they engaged in business

with a rival firm, they could be discharged. The fact

that some of the brokers were engaged in outside

business activities is not important. Many employees

work for more than one employer. Nor is it unheard

of for an individual to spend part of his time in em-

ployment and the balance of his time in pursuit of

an independent business.

(5) Much of the brokers^ time was spent on
taxpayer's premises.

All telephone and stenographic service was ren-

dered in taxpayer's office. Some of the deals were

closed in taxpayer's office. (R. 135.) Daily sales

meetings were held on taxpayer's premises and, while

the brokers were not required to attend, they usually

did. (R. 86.) The meetings were presided over by

taxpayer's secretary who was also manager of the

sales department. The brokers discussed taxpayer's

listings and were ''asked" to discuss their selling ex-

periences among themselves. (R. 94-95.)

(6) Taxpayer required the rendition of reports

concerning any transactions.

All property listed or sold or other transactions
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by the brokers were reported to taxpayer. The brok-

ers collected the earnest money, delivered it to tax-

payer's office and taxpayer deposited it in its bank

account. All listings were secured in taxpayer's name

and turned over to taxpayer.

(7) The brokers^ services were controlled to the

extent required in their line of work.

While the brokers may have had considerable

freedom in their work, it was only the freedom which

their type of work required. One would not expect

taxpayer to control the details of the brokers' work.

Their services were engaged on the assumption that

they understood the techniques of selling and, as long

as they produced a satisfactory amount of business

and did not sell in competition with taxpayer, there

was no necessity for detailed supervision of their

work.

Taxpayer contends the brokers had a proprietary

interest in the commissions earned and that payment

of the commissions emanated from the property own-

ers, not from the taxpayer. (Br. 26-29.)

The brokers agreed to sell real estate for tax-

payer's clients on a commission basis. Such sales

were made of property listed with taxpayer and all

contractual relationships between the owner of the

property and the seller of the property were with
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taxpayer. Whenever earnest money on a deal was

given a broker he issued taxpayer's receipt and de-

livered the money to taxpayer. Taxpayer deposited

the money in its own bank account and the full

amount was set up on its books in a "Buyer and

Seller" account. (R. 72-73, 78-79.) When the deal

was finally closed, taxpayer issued its check to the

broker in accordance with the terms of the agreement.

(R. 45-46, 73, 79, 118-119.) This same procedure

was followed in the case of deals handled by tax

payer's salesmen, who were admittedly its employees,

except the salesmen did not receive their commissions

until their regular payday, whereas the brokers were

paid as soon as a deal was closed. (R. 75, 81-82,

116-118.) On the basis of these facts the trial court

found that taxpayer paid wages from its own funds

to the brokers as remuneration for their services.

Compensation for services performed in employment

is often paid in the form of commissions. The meas-

urement, method, or designation of compensation is

immaterial if the relationship of employer and em-

ployee in fact exists. Treasury Regulations, 106, Sec-

tion 402.204, Appendix, infra.

The principal case relied on by taxpayer in sup-

port of its contention that the brokers had a propri-

etary interest in the commissions earned is Koehler v.
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Myers, 21 F. (2d) 596 (CCA. 3d). Myers, a real

estate salesman, had an oral agreement with Tucker,

a broker, to sell real estate listed with Tucker on a

commission basis. It was stipulated that Myers had

a right to appear at settlements and demand and re-

ceive at that time his share of the commission. Myers

also had the right to draw in advance on Tucker to

the extent of commissions due him on properties which

he had sold where settlement had not been made or the

commissions earned had not been paid in full. While

this arrangement was in effect Myers sold a piece of

property but before the commission was paid Tucker

became insolvent and a receiver was appointed. Myers

sued the receiver contending that the relationship be-

tween him and Tucker was that of joint enterprise

and that he was therefore entitled to one-half of the

commission as his own individual property. The re-

ceiver contended that the relationship between Tucker

and Myers was that of employer and employee and

that therefore Myers was merely a general creditor

and must share pro rata with the other general cred-

itors. The court held that no employment relation-

ship existed but that instead Myers and Tucker were

engaged in a joint enterprise. The court therefore

concluded that when the property was sold, one-half

the commission belonged to Myers as his individual
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property and that his claim had priority over the gen-

eral creditors.

At the outset it should be noted that the court

in the Koehler case was not concerned with whether

Myers and Tucker were in an employment relation-

ship within the meaning of the Social Security Act.

If it had been so concerned, perhaps it would have

applied the liberal interpretation of the relationship

intended by Congress and reached a different con-

clusion.

Moreover, it was stipulated in the Koehler case

that Myers had a right to appear at settlements and

to demand and receive his share of the commission.

In the case at bar it was shown that the brokers

customarily received their checks from taxpayer

whenever a deal was closed but there was no evidence

that this occurred simultaneously with the payment of

the commission by the client or that the brokers either

did appear, or had a right to appear, at settlements

and to demand and receive their share of the commis-

sion at that time. In the Koehler case, the salesman

had a right to draw in advance to the extent of com-

missions due him on properties which he had sold

where the settlement had not been made or the com-

missions earned had not been paid in full. Here, a

commission was not considered earned until the deal
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was finally closed and all monies due or owing by the

client had been paid. Taxpayer did not provide a

drawing account for the brokers and never made ad-

vances to them. (R. 119.) When a deal was finally

closed taxpayer issued its check to the broker credit-

ed with the sale. Up until that time taxpayer exer-

cised administration and control over all monies re-

ceived and there was no evidence that any of the

brokers claimed any right of ownership or proprietary

interest in the fund. No privity of contract existed

between the brokers and taxpayer's clients. A breach

of contract by a client gave rise to a cause of action

in favor of the taxpayer, not the broker. All of these

circumstances are wholly consistent with an employ-

ment relationship. An employee, particularly a sales-

man, is often not paid until the customer has settled

his account with the employer.

In the Koehler case the court decided that the

salesman and the broker were engaged in a joint en-

terprise and that therefore they each had a propri-

etary interest in one-half of the commission. Here

the taxpayer and the brokers have agreed that they

did not intend their relationship to be "joint adven-

turer or partner" (R. 47.), and we submit that the

evidence clearly showed they in fact carried out their

intention.
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II

STATE COURT DECISIONS ON THIS
QUESTION ARE NOT CONTROLLING

Taxpayer cites a number of state court decisions

which it asserts have denied the application of state

unemployment acts to real estate brokers and sales-

men. (Br. 29-34.)

It is well settled that a taxing act, in the ab-

sence of language evidencing a different purpose, is

to be interpreted so as to give a uniform applica-

tion to a nation-wide scheme of taxation and state law

may control only when the federal taxing act, by ex-

press language or necessary implication, makes its

own operation dependent on state law. Burnet v. Har-

mel, 287 U.S. 103. This Court has held itself not

bound by state law in its determination of whether

**taxi dancers" were covered under the Social Security

Act. Matcovich v. Anglim, supra.

Moreover, while some state courts have construed

their unemployment statutes so as to exclude real es-

tate salesmen and brokers from coverage, others have

reached a contrary result. Babb & Nolan v. Huietf

67 Ga. App. 861, 21 S.E. (2d) 663.

In the Babb & Nolan case, supra, on facts sub-
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stantially identical to those involved here, the court

said (p. 865-866)

:

* * * It clearly appears from the allegations in
the plea and answer that the salesmen in ques-
tion were under contract to perform services for
the defendants, and did in fact perform services,

for which they were paid commissions. While it

appears that these salesmen had great latitude in

working independently of the defendants in sell-

ing property, it nevertheless appears from the
allegations and from the contract attached that
they sold to customers from listings held by the

defendants, and that the salesmen received a por-

tion of the commissions and the defendants re-

ceived a portion. Manifestly, in selling to pros-

pects from which sales the defendants would ob-

tain a portion of the commissions, the salesmen
were performing services for the defendants.
Under the terms of the contract the legal right

to collect commissions on sales made by the sales-

men was in the defendants and not in the sales-

men. The salesmen were bound to look to the de-

fendants for the payment of their proportionate

part of the commissions. The defendants were
under obligation to pay the commissions to the

salesmen. These commissions were necessarily

paid for services rendered. The salesmen there-

fore were, as provided in the act, performing
services for 'Vages," which term includes com-
missions, for the defendants.

* * *

It does not appear from the allegations of the

plea as amended, or from the contract that the

salesmen at any time are free from control or

direction as to the performance of their sendees.

They are under obligation to the defendants to

regulate their habits so as to maintain the good

will and reputation of the defendants, and to
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abide by the law, and to exert their best efforts to

sell real estate listed with the defendants. As to

these matters the salesmen are necessarily under
some control and direction of the defendants.
The salesmen have the right to sell only property
listed with the defendants. Therefore, the de-

fendants have a control and direction over the

salesmen as respects what property the salesmen
shall sell. The salesmen are under the control

of the defendants in so far as commissions are
paid to the salesmen. As has been pointed out,

the salesmen have no right to collect commissions
from the owners of property sold, but this right

is reserved in the defendants.

* * * All the services performed by the salesmen,

although perhaps they are not performed in the

central office of the defendants, are performed
within the limits, territorially or otherwise, of

the contract.

Attention is directed to the fact that the Commis-

sioner of Internal Revenue has ruled that real es-

tate brokers are employees within the meaning of the

act, Mim. 5504, 1943 Cum. BuU. 1066, 1067-1068,

Appendix, infra. Admittedly, this ruling is not bind-

ing on courts, but it is an administrative interpreta-

tion of the statute which is not to be disturbed except

for substantial reasons. Brewster v. Gage, 280

U.S. 327.
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CONCLUSION

The judgment of the court below should be af-

firmed.

Respectfully submitted,

THERON L. CAUDLE,
Assistant Attorney General.

SEWALL KEY,

A. F. PRESCOTT,

RHODES S. BAKER, JR.,

Special Assistants to the

Attorney General.

J. CHARLES DENNIS,
United States Attorney.

HARRY SAGER,
Assistant United States Attorney.

August, 1947.
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APPENDIX

Internal Revenue Code:

SEC. 1426 [as amended by Section 606 of the

Social Security Act Amendments of 1939, c. 666,
53 Stat. 1360]. DEFINITIONS.

When used in this subchapter

—

(a) Wages.—The term "wages" means all re-

muneration for employment, * * *.

* * *

(b) Employment.—The term "employment"
means * * * any service, of whatever na-
ture, performed * * * by an employee for

the person employing him, * * *.

* * *

(26 U.S.C. 1940 ed.. Sec. 1426.)

Section 1607(b) and (c). Internal Revenue Code,

as amended by Section 614 of the Social Security Act

Amendments of 1939, c. m^, 53 Stat. 1316 (26 U.S.C.

1940 ed.. Sec. 1607), is identical with the above

section.

Treasury Regulations 106, promulgated under
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act:

Sec. 402.204. Who are employees?—Every in-

dividual is an employee if the relationship be-

tween him and the person for whom he performs
services is the legal relationship of employer and
employee.

Generally such relationship exists when the
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person for whom services are performed has the
right to control and direct the individual who per-
forms the services, not only as to the result to be
accomplished by the work but also as to the
details and means by which that result is accom-
plished. That is, an employee is subject to the
will and control of the employer not only as to
what shall be done but how it shall be done. In
this connection, it is not necessary that the em-
ployer actually direct or control the manner in
which the services are performed ; it is sufficient
if he has the right to do so. The right to dis-
charge is also an important factor indicating that
the person possessing that right is an employer.
Other factors characteristic of an employer, but
not necessarily present in every case, are the
furnishing of tools and the furnishing of a place
to work, to the individual who performs the ser-
vices. In general, if an individual is subject to
the control or direction of another merely as to
the result to be accomplished by the work and not
as to the means and methods for accomplishing
the result, he is an independent contractor. An
individual performing services as an independ-
ent contractor is not as to such services an em-
ployee.

Generally, physicians, lawyers, dentists, vet-
erinarians, contractors, subcontractors, public
stenographers, auctioneers, and others who fol-

low an independent trade, business, or profes-
sion, in which they offer their services to the
public, are independent contractors and not em-
ployees.

Whether the relationship of employer and em-
ployee exists will in doubtful cases be determined
upon an examination of the particular facts of
each case.
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If the relationship of employer and employee
exists, the designation or description of the rela-

tionship by the parties as anything other than
that of employer and employee is immaterial.
Thus, if such relationship exists, it is of no con-

sequence that the employee is designated as a
partner, coadventurer, agent, or independent con-

tractor.

The measurement, method, or designation of

compensation is also immaterial, if the relation-

ship of employer and employee in fact exists.

No distinction is made between classes or
grades of employees. Thus, superintendents, man-
agers, and other superior employees are em-
ployees. An officer of a corporation is an em-
ployee of the corporation but a director as such
is not. A director may be an employee of the

corporation, however, if he performs services for

the corporation other than those required by at-

tendance at and participation in meetings of the

board of directors.

Although an individual may be an employee
under this section, his services may be of such
a nature, or performed under such circum-
stances, as not to constitute employment within
the meaning of the Act (see section 402.203).

Section 403.204, Treasury Regulations 107, pro-

mulgated under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act,

is identical with the above section, in all material

respects.

Mim. 5504, 1943 Cum. Bull. 1066, 1067-1068:

* * *
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2. The relationship between real estate brokers
and salesmen is sufficiently uniform to enable
the Bureau of Internal Revenu to take adminis-
trative notice of, and rely upon, the established
customs and practices in the field, regulatory leg-

islation, and other factors which materially af-

fect the conditions under which real estate sales-

men work. The broker operates an independent
business, dealing directly with those who engage
his services for the buying, selling, and leasing of
real estate. The salesman's function is to repre-
sent the broker, and whatever business he trans-
acts is the business of the broker. In general
practice, a salesman serves only one broker in

real estate transactions, and listings obtained
by the salesman become the property of the
broker. The broker is to a certain extent re-

sponsible for the acts of the salesman, and the

salesman is under some compulsion to render
services in a manner most advantageous to the

broker. Regulatory laws in most of the States

contemplate that a real estate salesman shall have
the privilege of engaging in that occupation, not
independently nor in the course of his own busi-

ness, but only as his activities may be related to

and under the supervision of a licensed broker.

3. In the written contract in the case of the

Investment Co., to which S.S.T. 346 related,

the salesman agrees to work diligently and with
his best efforts to sell, lease, or rent real estate

listed with the broker, and to solicit additional

listings and customers for the broker. He agrees

to regulate his habits so as to maintain and in-

crease the good will and reputation of the broker,

and to abide by all of the rules and regulations

and code of ethics that are binding upon or ap-

plicable to real estate brokers and salesmen. The

broker agrees to allow the salesmen to work out
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of his office; to make available to the sales-

men current listings of the office, except such as

he may find expedient to place in the exclusive

possession of another salesman for a given pe-

riod; and to assist the salesman with the work
by advice, instruction, and full cooperation. This
is typical of most written or oral contracts be-

tween real estate brokers and salesmen.

4. It will be noted that such a contract is

one of personal service. The salesman has not
become obligated to achieve a particular result,

and he has no delegable duties. The contract

provisions are sufficiently broad to permit the

broker to dictate the manner and means for so-

liciting and transacting business ; the broker may
determine the listings upon which the salesman
may work, and through assignment and reas-

signment of listings may regulate the activities

of the salesman ; there are no specific limitations

in the agreement on the extent to which the

broker may advise and instruct the salesman;
and it is not unreasonable to assume that this

provision affords the broker ample opportunity
to direct a salesman to call on a particular pros-

pect at a given time or to pursue a prescribed

sales technique.

5. Brokers customarily provide desk space,

telephone facilities, and clerical and stenographic
service for their salesmen. The salesmen oper-

ate directly from the broker's office; it is the

focal point of their activities. There are fixed

office procedures. A particular salesmen may
remain in the office on a given day each week

and handle all, or as much as the broker permits,

of the new business coming to the office by tele-

phone and personal call. As a general rule there

are sales meetings, and some brokers use the
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meetings as a medium for releasing information
regarding current listings and for advising and
instructing the salesmen in regard to policies,

techniques, and other matters pertaining to the
business. Leads are furnished, and salesmen
are expected to follow them up and report on
the progress made. Frequently the broker or his

sales manager participates directly in the nego-
tions. The actual contract of sale or lease is

executed by the broker or his sales manager.

6. It is not feasible for a broker to exercise
complete control over all of the physical activi-

ties of his salesmen. A salesman must of neces-
sity have some latitude in determining whom he
will solicit and the time and place of solicitation.

Interviews with prospects must be arranged at
such times and places as the prospects may de-

sire. Moreover, some salesmen do not devote
their full time to the business of their brokers.

Under the customs, practices, and usual agree-
ments pertaining to salesmen's activities, how-
ever, a broker has the right to control the means
and methods of such services as the salesmen
undertake to perform on behalf of the broker.

7. It is held that real estate salesmen who
perform services for brokers under the customs
and practices described above are employees of

the brokers for purposes of the taxes imposed by
Titles VIII and IX of the Social Security Act,

the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, and the

Federal Unemployment Tax Act.




